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Anal>xis of both dassic+ and quantum caIcuhions on LiNC and- IiCN shows dkonset of ‘vibrational dx& isdAy 
asociatd winzh ihe degree of bend&g acitation Corwasdy quasipaiodic~stietd&g states pa& ibove *e banie. e 
komaizacion &d StlIdies on 03 gi& similar l-rsdu. In the light-of t&e92 results we r&map% the high-enag) . 

viiratiorwl data on 0, ind HCN aad,suggest that’tlte obsemcd re@ar stretcbiq states @obabb are embedded in the cbaOtic 
FegioaWCdkUSSthCimportancc of mode coupiing by the potential -; :. ~._. 

1. rI&vasim 
_-: 

mediate/high-energy region. In parti*ar,- Leh-’ 
mann et al_ 123 recorded the specuumof~~in 

Recently Hosz ark Taylor [l] have analysed the the range 15000-185~ cm-r in an attempt to 
phenomenon of mode Iocalization in highly ex- observe .chaos.- AU the leveis they saw could be 
cited vibrational states_ They argue that.overtone assigned and well fitted by standard techniques for 
states have a stability not. displaced by combina- localized states They were thus unabre to identify 
tion states, and thus can exist as mode locahzed any chaotic states in this region, despite &&al 
(quasiperiodic) states embedded in the mode mixed calcukions which predicted chaos above. 12 990 
(chaotic) qwsifxxnimllnn They use this argument cm-‘_ We note, however, that they failed to find 
to explain a variety of experimental data on poly- any state with two or more quanta &I the Or 
atomics in high-lying vibrational states_ bending mode aud that in the energy range studied 

Triatomics are the simplest molecules that can one would expect the bending coordinate to be- 
display_ vibrational chaos_ Conventionally their come defocahzed [3]_ : 
!ocalized vibrational states, are .Iabekd as similarly, Imre et al 141 n&&cd the vibr& 
;u,, 4, u,), where ur and u3 -represent stmtching tional spectrum of. 0, to within 500 cm:’ of. 
modes and o, is a bending mode. (degenerate for dkociation_ Their results have been SuccessfuIIy 
linear m01ecuIes) *_ In triatomics with more than fitted .using both Darling-Dennison. [S] and aIge- 
one minim- it is the u2 bending coordinate braic approach [6] hamilto&ns, and all observed 
which is hugely responsible for linking the.- states ckssified as regular- However, Imre et al [4] 
several triatomics-have-be+ studiedin the inter- observed no states involving bend@tg excitatior~~ 

._- : : Classical trajectory cakulations on Oa’ by Far$+tos 
I pc t~$&&;of~*.&.&q&f and I+rrell : [7J. f&md i chaotic trajectorie$5000 
-crrte,~crrrc.GrrsDc--- : - : G... : cmYL- below dissokitio~ I?lthqugh the_+pa&& ’ 

“~is~oofnD~n~rncbrs~:---l ..:: _ of Ikhmann et.ah [S] showsthat Such comp&s& . ..~ 
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must be made with caution, the two results would 
appear anomalous_ 

Recently we have analysed the vibrationaI mo- 
tions of KCN and IiCN using both quantum and 
classical mechanics [9.10]_ In that work. .vibra- 
t.ionaI states were characterised as regular or irrcg- 
ular according to the nodal pa:teirns of their wave- 
functions, the avoided crossings and second dif- 
ferences in the energy levels, the distribution of 
IeveI spacings and the occurrence of dominant 
coeffkients_ For the classicaI trajectories, we ccm- 
puted the power spectra of the momenta. PoincarE 
surfaces of section, plots of the trajectories on the 
coordinate phtne, and the rate of exponential di- 
vcrgcnce of two initiahy adjacent trajectories_ We 
predicted that for both molecules an early onset of 
vibrational chaos is to be expected_ The strong 
coupling between the bending and stretching 
modes in KCN meant that we found no quasiperi- 
odic trajectories (ahhcugh KAM theorem predicts 
that some must exist) or reguIar @caked) states 
embedded in the chaotic region_ Conversely, in 
LiCN which displays weak couphng, trajectories 
or quantum states with regular motion persisted 
over the entire energy range studied 

In thy paper we turmer analyse the vrbrational 
motions of LiCN_ ParticuIar attention is paid to 
the stretching versus bending energy distribution 
of the quasiperiodic trajectories and reguIar states 
embedded in the chaotic region_ We show that in 
LiCN the onset of chaos is correlated with the 
degree of bending excitation and hence that regu- 
Iar states with a high degree of stretching excita- 
tion but IittIe -or no bending excitation can be 
expected to persist wcII into the chaotic region and 
possiily to di ssociation (depending on the degree 
of coupling)_ This shows us to reinterpret the 
apparent confhct between the classicaI trajectory 
calculations and the obsenred highly excited vibra- 
tionaI states of HCN and OS_ 

ZReStlItS 

The numericaI methods used here to am&e the 
cIassicaI and quantum-mechanical motion of LiCN 
have beem descri&erI in previous publications [9,10]. 
The potential energy surface used is the ab initio 

surf2ce of Essers et &._ [111_ This poteritial is 2 

function of two variables, the distance of the Li’ 
from the CN- cent&of -mass. R, and the angle 0 
between R and the CN_ bond, r_ It reproduces the 
observed geometry-and vibrational fundamentals 
of LiNC(B= lSOo) (121 as welI as predicting a 
local LiCN(8 = 00) minimum_ -~- -~ .~ 

We analysed trajecto+with different energy 
partitioning between the stretch (R) and bend (@) 
coordinates_ To do this trajectories were started at 
the equilibrium geometry of LiNC (or LiCN)_ The 
energy in each mode was defined as the kinetic 
energy of that mode at 2 = 0. Whilst altering the 
initiaf phase of 2 trajectory can change in its 
behaviour, we do not believe the conclusions drawn 
beIow are sensitive to the phase of individual 
trajectories_ Each trajectory was integrated for 
= 10 ps_ 

Fig_ 1 shows two typicaI trajectories with total 
energies of 3712 and 3394 cm-t which are above 
the barrier to isomer-k&on of 3377 cm-‘_ The 
quasiperiodic trajectory started with most of its 
energy in the stretching mode whereas the chaotic 
trajectory had most in the bending coordinate- We 
found that this behaviour was typicaI of trajecto 
ties above the criticaI energy for the transition to 
chaos (at = 1600 cm-’ [lo& 

The unshaded areas of fig_ 2a show the range of 
energies in the bending and stktching modes where 
the trajcctorics were assigned as quasiperiodic. We 
found quasipetiodic trajectories well above the 
barrier to isomerisation provided only 2 Smau 

amount of energy was pIaced in the bending mode. 
On the other hand, all trajectories with energy 
more than 1509 cm-’ in the bending mode and 
zero-point energy in the stretching mode were 
found to be chaotic. The singly crossed region in 
fig_ 2a separates the quasiperiodic from the chaotic 
(shaded) domains. This domain encompasses 
trajectories which were difficuh to assign with a 
finite-time caIcuIation_ 

AsimiIaranaIysishasbeencarriedoutforthe 

quantum mechan.icaI status of LiiC (fig_ 2b). The 
states have been assigned- as regular -or chaotic 
according to our previous criteria [lo], IargeIy by 
anaIysmg their nodaI structure_ For quantum states 
it is not po&Me to make a rigqro& decomposition 
of the en- ho stretching and bending conti- 
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Fig i- The pourr s&m and the projection of two typical trajectories started at LiNC n&mm and wilh enagksr (a) 
E- = 3395 an-‘. E- = 317 cm-=_ (b) E,,= 377 an-‘. Eapa = 3017 an-‘. Q1 and Q2 denote the bending coo&hate in 
dqus and stm&ing coonihate in o,,. rapuxisdy_ 
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butions- How&r, : for regular St&es an approxi- E-( ul, 4) = A!&,( uIr 0), 

mite decomposition was achieve& This was--done 
%+&+ 3) =%&I. 4%++(Y&:~ $1) ’ 

by assigning the stretching fundamental and over- 
tones, u1 and thenwriting - &her se.tible d&i&ions bf E&&,, and k-1 _&e 
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no qualitatiwz difference to fig_ 2b_ 
In fig. 2b the open circks mark the reguIar 

states and crosses denote those which were dif- 
ficult to designate as chaotic or regular_ Closed 
circks represent chaotic states. for the majority of 
chaotic states no method of partitioning the energy 
couId be found as not even approximate (0,. c~a)‘s 
couId be assigned_ The chaotic states not included 
in fis 2b should I& to the upper right of the 
figure_ Typical nodal pattern for re@Iar, uncertain 
and chaotic states are shown in fig- 3_ 

States IoeaIised in the LiCN minimum have also 
been observed j10,12]. By assigning approximate 
bending and stretching quantum numbers to these 
states we found that regtdadty is again associated 
with a low degree of bending excitation_ Fig 4 
shows a &ssieaI and quantum analysis .of 
bend/stretch excitation in LiCN. In some regions 
uncertain/chaotic LiCN states were observed out- 
side the eIassieaIIy chaotic domain This is due to 
tunnehng. 

J- ttte tight of these results we have reexamined 
the cIassieaI trajectory results for 0, [q obtained 
using the potential energy surface of MurreII and 
Farantos [13j_ We have examined severaI -zajecto- 

ries distributing the energy between the bending 
and two stretching modes. We found that exciting 
the symmetric stretch while keeping the bending 
and asvmnxtric stretch at their zero-point enetgies 
gave &guIar (Iocihzed inside the enek-geticaUy 
available coordinate space) trajectories for total 
energies up to 6000 cm-’ (fig. Sa). This energy is 
measured from the minimum of the potentiai which 
is 8800 cm-’ beIow dissociation. The critical en- 
ergy for the transition to chaotic has been located 
at = 3000 cm-t above the minimum [7]_ Regular 
trajectories were also observed by exciting the 
asymmetric stretch for total energies up to 5000 
cm-‘. 

Combinations obtained by exciting- both 
stretching modes by one or two quanta ako re- 
sulted in locahzed trajectories. On the other hand, 
excitation of the bending-mode at &se energies 
gives chaotic behaviour (fig_ 5b). Our resuhs thus 
confirm the conclusions drawn for JiiNC/LiCN 
that exeitzftion of the stretching modes results in 
quasiperiodic trajectories whereas excitation of the 
bending mode is associated ‘with chaotic be- 
Ilaviour. ‘. :_ 
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-~/&&+ov& d& i&&l-a& &e iq&&$~f~~.~ 
the bending~mode in reaching the chaotic &gGonS~~ -. 
of. phase space for a ~triatomic moIec$e_ ‘:Qri!the: 1. 
other. ha&d. highly excited stretching statestith _ 
little bending excitation show a reguIar behavionr_1 
Although. the roIe of -mode coupling cannbt -be 
ignored, we beheve this is due to the mcreased 
anharmonicity and reduced viiration& spacing in 
the region of a potential barrier between ho _-. 
minima In triatomics this effect dominates terms 
in the potentiat associated with the bending rathe; 
than stretching coordinates_ This supports Hose- 
and Taylor’s thesis [I] that extreme differences in 
mode motions wih rcsuh in r&&r behavioti 
However, OUT results suggest that this thesis is OnIy 
vaiid, in triatomics Gith Iow barriers, for extreme. 
stretching modes- 

In accordance with ref_ [I], we argue that Idly- 
atomic molecuks will show non-ergodic behaviour 
if they are excited in states with extreme mode 
motions. For example, argon clusters attached to 
excited chemicahy interesting species [&Z-15] show 
highly non-statistical tmimoIecnIar dissociation : 
properties. No fragmentation of argon .cIuster$Can 
be observed despite an energy excess in the chemi- 
cal +xzies of two orders of magnitude [ls]. Of 
course, such systems are expected to show extreme 
mode motion 

However, for systems with more than tie de- 
grees of freedom (N > 2), it is not neaxsary for 
regularity to be associated with quasiperiodic 
trajectories. There may be onIy M cokants of 
motion where 1 c M c AT_ Numerical studies eon 
three+3imensionaI systems have shown that irajec- 
torieswithM=2onbefound[16].lInthiscase 
the chaotic region of phase space is divided into 
different ergodic components according: to’ the 
constants of motion, 

Highly excited reguIar states have been~,ob- 
seqe&irt FCN [2] and~_o, I+]. Howeverit~is.. 
noticeable l wt all J= 0 states observed have the : 
bending mode in its gr&nd r;~te Analysis of our 
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resuits for LiCN and 0, suggests that the excited intensity, because the transition dipoles are small 
bending states in the region sampled are chaotic PI- 
These chaotic states would appear to. have km- Jiehmam et al’s [ZS] classical trajectory studies 



on HCN Ising diffe?xzas potaM !Ea%gy i?a!k- 
demonstrate the sensitivity of the onset of chaos to 
the potential_ They studied the ex’n-eme motion of 
the H-CN stretch and found that the onset of 
chaos varied by a factor of three with the potential 
function used. We would expect the bending mode 
in HCN to show chaotic behaviour in the region of 
the HCN/HNC barrier_ Lehmann et aL’s [S] 
calculations thus reflect the variation in barrier 
height in the potentials used and the strength of. 
the resulting mode coupling We note that none of 
the potekials used were fitted to spectroscopic 
data in the high-energy region_ 

In OJ we observe mode Iocalized (regular) 
stretches well into the chaotic region; these corre- 
spond with the stretching states which have been 
observed almost to dissociation_ Although quan- 
tum ‘%luggishness’~ [9,10] cannot be rukd out. we 
feel that the earlier onset of chaos in the classical 
trajectory results is due not to faihn-e of classical 
mechanics but to the inadequate .-epresentation of 
mode coupling at high energies by the potential 
function. Comparison of our calculation on floppy 
mokcules [9,10] shows a qualitative agreement be- 
tween classical and quantum mechanics_ In partic- 
ular the strength of mode coupling by a given 
potential is reflected by both mechanics [lo]. 

4. Conchn5on 

It has been shown for LiiC. LiCN and 0, that 
excitation of the bending motion is the primary 
route to chaos This conch&on is supported for 
LiNC/LiCN by both quantum and classical calcu- 
lations, It is our conjecture that for most tri- 
atomis espeklly those with more than one 
minimum or barrier in the potential, bending exci- 
tation will lead to chaos at lower total energy than 
by excitation of a stretching mode- Exceptions to 
this wiil be molecules, such as KCN [9,10], where 
strong mode coupling causes a near uniform onset 
of chaos. 

The impor?tance of the coupl& between bend- 
ing and stretching modes at intermediate an~bigb 
energy means that one-dimensional hamiltonians 
which have been used to describe the vibrations ef 
non-rigid triatomics -(eg. refs. [3,18D should he 

a- ** &$&_ - 5. a &_&_&&& 
ference between one-dimensional ap~rokiniations~~ 
where the motion. is always regular and. two- -or. 
three-dimetisionaI _caIcuIations for ~which chaos is 
possible_ In -this context the use cf coupleh :. 
stretching functions such as Morse osciRatOrs 

[8,19], whilst mathematically interesting_does not- 
provide a good model of vibrational chaos~ in -’ 
triatomics which we believe to be strongly associ- 
ated with the bending motion_ 

There is also a need for realistic poteritiais for 
the interpretation of vibrational spectra. Many 
potential energy surfaces are produced by fitting 
experimental data which describe a iimited region 
of nuclear configuration space_ The remaining 
space is then described by extrapolating the func- 
tions into the unknown regions. Our analysis of 
the 0, and HCN problems suggests that accurate 
potential functions should reproduce mode-cou- 
pling behaviour as a function of energy_ This is 
undoubtedly a difficult task_ 

We speculate that the difficulty in observing 
highly excited bending states for HCN and 0, is 
associated with the chaotic character of these states 
We feel that these bending states, and perhaps the 
bends in floppy molecules which have an early 
onset of chaos, provide good candidates for ex- 
perimental investigation of chaos [20]_ 
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